
 

Abstract: 

I limited the content of the work to arms production. Overview of patent law 

development in Bohemia in 19th and a part of 20th century is not narrowed. Protection 

of patents – inventors protection law was first adapted by law in 1832, second more 

sophisticated „new prerogative law” in 1852. Invention protection law from 1897 solves 

the same issues like prerogative law from 1852. Patent protection was valid for 15 

years. There was only one central „patent office” for patent protection of all inventions 

based in Vienna . „Register of patents” made an entry of granting a patent. Patent court 

was appropriate for reviewing of the decision of the Office. National Assembly adopted 

patent law from 1897 and in 1919 extended its validity to „the whole area of 

Czechoslovakia”. The law from 1922 added a lot of partial changes and also listing of 

fees. In 1923 a new regulation was issued which changed the inner organization of the 

Patent Office and its personnel. In 1924 Patent Office rules of procedure were 

modernized. Administration of patents in join-stock company, former Škoda Works, 

foundation and development of the company. Machine-works in Pilsen came into being 

in 1859 and ing. Emil Škoda was its leader from 1866. In 1881 it became a join-stock 

company. Cooperation with French ammunition factory. On January 1st 1920 Schneider 

et Cie took over 225 000 new shares. A contract about patents, mutual use and sharing 

inventions was made. The chairman got an approval from the government and on 

December 23rd 1938 a contract about taking over of 319 927 shares of French owners 

was made. In 1925 Patent regulative was issued for modification discretions and duties 

of employees on the employer. Patent department at Headquarters provided patent 

agenda. Their business included: registration of inventions, samples, trademarks, 

administration of own patents, evidence of patent applications of third persons, agenda 

of licences. Škoda Works applied for a patent every day on average at the Patent Office. 

Its inventor ing. Bohdan Pantoflíček is a very successful Czech inventor. 

 


